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NESTED COMPOSITING WINDOW MANAGERS 

 

ANDREAS MARAGUDAKIS 

 

Master’s Thesis 

 

University of Crete 

Computer Science Department 

Abstract 

The imaging model of most window managers reflects the compositing paradigm. 

Unlike earlier window managers that rendered directly to the screen, the compositing 

window managers rely on the drawing of the managed windows to off-screen buffers. 

Then, the window managers compose the window buffers to render the final image. 

In this thesis, a nested approach is proposed, in which a window manager can be located 

inside a window. This approach enables the concurrent presence of multiple nested 

window managers. Additionally, the managed windows can be located anywhere in the 

window hierarchy and composed differently from the managed windows placed inside 

another window manager. To achieve the nesting, a special window, called gate, is 

introduced that contains a window manager instance and can be embedded to any 

window container. Similarly to the managed windows, the gate windows are drawn to 

an off-screen buffer. 

In addition, the functionality of the window managers is extended along two different 

axes. Firstly, the compositing process is transformed to a rendering pipeline, where the 

window managers render to the gate’s off-screen buffer, instead of the screen. The 

window manager can render the window buffers either to a 2d or a 3d scene and 

decorate the managed windows accordingly. Secondly, to facilitate input interaction in 

diverse geometries, a cascaded pointing translation process is implemented, enabling 

translation of mouse coordinates across nested window managers with different 
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window compositions. For the purpose of this paper, a custom widget toolkit was 

implemented, named sprint that supports window manager embedding and provides 

two distinct managers, a 2d desktop and a custom 3d book. 
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ΕΜΦΩΛΕΥΜΕΝΑ ΣΥΣΤΗΜΑΤΑ ΣΥΝΘΕΣΗΣ ΚΑΙ 

ΔΙΑΧΕΙΡΙΣΗΣ ΠΑΡΑΘΥΡΩΝ 

 

ΑΝΔΡΕΑΣ ΜΑΡΑΓΚΟΥΔΑΚΗΣ 

 

Μεταπτυχιακή Εργασία 

 

Πανεπιστήμιο Κρήτης 

Τμήμα Επιστήμης Υπολογιστών 

Περίληψη 

Το μοντέλο απεικόνισης των περισσότερων συστημάτων διαχείρισης παραθύρων 

ακολουθεί το πρότυπο της σύνθεσης. Σε αντίθεση με τα προγενέστερα συστήματα 

διαχείρισης παραθύρων που ζωγραφίζανε απευθείας στην οθόνη, σε αυτό το πρότυπο, 

οι διαχειριστές βασίζονται στην απεικόνιση των παραθύρων σε χώρο μνήμης εκτός 

οθόνης. Έπειτα, συνθέτουν τις απεικονίσεις αυτές, για να ζωγραφιστεί η τελική εικόνα 

στην οθόνη. 

Σε αυτήν την εργασία, προτείνετε η δημιουργία εμφωλευμένων συστημάτων σύνθεσης 

και διαχείρισης παραθύρων, τα οποία μπορούν να τοποθετούνται μέσα σε παράθυρα. 

Με αυτήν την προσέγγιση επιτρέπονται πολλαπλά εμφωλευμένα στιγμιότυπα τέτοιων 

συστημάτων. Επιπλέον, τα διαχειριζόμενα παράθυρα μπορούν να τοποθετηθούν 

οπουδήποτε μέσα στην ιεραρχία των παραθύρων και να συντεθούν διαφορετικά από 

αυτά που είναι τοποθετημένα μέσα σε άλλους διαχειριστές. Για να επιτευχθεί η 

ενσωμάτωση, εισάγεται ένα ειδικό είδος παραθύρου, το παράθυρο τύπου gate που 

περιέχει ένα στιγμιότυπο του συστήματος σύνθεσης και διαχείρισης και μπορεί να 

ενσωματωθεί σε οποιοδήποτε παράθυρο. Όπως και τα διαχειριζόμενα παράθυρα, τα 

παράθυρα τύπου gate απεικονίζονται σε χώρο της μνήμης που βρίσκεται εκτός οθόνης. 

Επιπροσθέτως, η λειτουργικότητα των συστημάτων σύνθεσης και διαχείρισης 

παραθύρων επεκτείνετε σε δύο κύριους άξονες. Πρώτον, η διαδικασία της σύνθεσης 
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των παραθύρων μετασχηματίζεται, έτσι ώστε αντί η τελική εικόνα να ζωγραφίζεται 

στην οθόνη, τοποθετείτε σε περιοχή της μνήμης που βρίσκεται εκτός οθόνης. Το 

σύστημα σύνθεσης και διαχείρισης παραθύρων μπορεί να ζωγραφίσει τα παράθυρα 

είτε σε μια δισδιάστατη ή σε μια τρισδιάστατη σκηνή και να διακοσμήσει τα παράθυρα 

αναλόγως. Δεύτερον, για την διευκόλυνση της αλληλεπίδρασης σε διαφορετικές 

γεωμετρίες, μια διαδικασία κλιμακωτής μετάφρασης σημείων υλοποιείτε, που 

επιτρέπει την μετάφραση των συντεταγμένων του ποντικιού μέσα σε εμφωλευμένους 

διαχειριστές παραθύρων, που έχουν διαφορετικές τεχνικές σύνθεσης. Για τον σκοπό 

αυτής της εργασίας, δημιουργήθηκε μια βιβλιοθήκη εργαλείων για γραφικές διεπαφές 

που ονομάστηκε sprint. Το sprint υποστηρίζει την ενσωμάτωση συστημάτων σύνθεσης 

και διαχείρισης παραθύρων και παρέχει δύο συστήματα με διαφορετικό είδος 

σύνθεσης: μια δισδιάστατη επιφάνεια εργασίας και ένα τρισδιάστατο βιβλίο. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In [1], Myers defines a window manager as a software package that helps the user 

monitor and control different contexts by separating them physically onto different 

parts of one or more display screens. At its most advanced, a window manager supports 

many different activities, each of which uses many windows, in turn, can contain many 

different kinds of information including text, graphics, and even video. 

Currently, the imaging model of most window managers reflects the compositing 

paradigm. The compositing window managers relies on the drawing of the managed 

windows into off-screen buffers. The rendering of the managed windows is performed 

as before, but instead of drawing the windows immediately to the frame buffer, the 

rendering output is redirected to the memory of the graphics card. Then, the window 

manager collects the off-screen buffers of every window and composes the final picture. 

Finally, the composed image is sent to the frame buffer. 

Compositing window managers let windows to be displayed in various 2d and 3d 

environments. In the 2d environments, such as the desktop window manager, the 

windows are placed in a 2d geometric space and the windows off-screen buffers are 

usually applied to rectangles in the manager’s plane. On the other hand, in the 3d 

environments, the windows off-screen buffers are applied to 3d geometries, such as 

boxes, spheres, cylinders and so on. 

The compositing approach makes it easier to implement a number of features that make 

the user interface more accessible, simpler to use or with eye candy elements. 

 A screen magnifier enlarges an area of the screen, making portions of text easier 

to read, or scaling the view of a window and its contents. 
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 A preview of a window can be displayed in a pop-up thumbnail or a taskbar 

item and it allows user to identify and manage several concurrently running 

programs. The preview of the window is updated, when the window is redrawn. 

 Switching between windows is made easier with compositing approaches 

usually by showing window previews as said before, showing the selected 

window by making the top windows transparent or arranging the windows with 

a tiling window manager. 

 Window transparency is used to add visibility to windows that are blocked by 

the focused window. 

 Windows drop shadows to the back windows or the window manager 

background. 

 Other 2d and 3d effects, such as window rotation, blurring and so on. 

1.2 Novel features 

In this paper, we implement a low fidelity experimental graphical user interface (GUI) 

toolkit that supports compositing rendering and hosting of arbitrarily nested window 

managers. A nested window manager is embedded in a window in the window 

hierarchy. A window manager can accommodate any number of top-level windows, 

which can carry either a container window, another embedded window manager, or a 

widget window. Effectively, to support nested window managers, two major changes 

had to occur. 

Firstly, we had to modify the mouse translation process. The mouse, in addition to the 

keyboard, provide the main form of input interaction of the user with the GUI 

application. Usually, with a single window manager on the top of the window hierarchy 

structure, the window manager has to select the pointing window and then translate the 

coordinates inside the window to find the focused window. Although, this process has 

to alter when multiple embedded window managers are in the scene, since each window 

manager can compose the provided managed windows in a different way. For example, 

a tiling window manager will place all the top-level windows side by side or above and 

below each other, so that no window ever covers another. In this paper, a cascaded 
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mouse pick translation for nested window managers with arbitrary nesting is proposed. 

Every time the mouse is pointing at an embedded window manager, the manager selects 

the pointing window and translates the mouse coordinates to local (to the managed 

window) planar coordinates. 

Secondly, the rendering had to be altered to support multiple window managers. Since 

each managed window is rendered to an off-screen buffer, the imaging model is 

extended to support nested window managers. In non-nested approaches the managed 

windows are rendered to off-screen buffers and then the window manager is responsible 

to render the scene to the frame buffer (screen). Although, in a nested approach, the 

output of a nested window manager will be used to create the rendering output of 

another top-level window and eventually will be rendered to the screen. So, the 

rendering output of a managed window is placed in a buffer that can either be used to 

render to the frame buffer, or in the case of the embedded window managers to render 

to other off-screen buffers. 

 

Figure 1 – Nested window manager example 
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Finally, we provide two distinct window managers to test and present the supported 

changes. The first is a desktop window manager, which places the top-level windows 

in a 2d geometric space. The desktop window manager then decorates the windows 

with a frame that contains the window title, a slider that interactively sets the 

transparency value of the window, the window management controls (minimize, 

maximize and close buttons) and the borders that are used to resize the window. 

As with the transition from the stacking window managers to the compositing window 

managers, the rendering to the top-level window inside the nested compositing window 

managers is as before. Also, the window manager instead of rendering the windows 

directly to the frame buffer, the rendering is redirected to the off-screen buffer of the 

gate window that contains the compositor. Assuming that the window manager is inside 

the top-level gate, then the rendering output is sent to the screen. Otherwise, the window 

manager is nested and the off-screen buffer of the gate will be used by another, in a 

higher hierarchical level, window manager. 

1.3 Related work 

Window managers with compositing implementations appeared more than a decade 

ago. Then, early pioneering work followed, with the implementation of 3d compositing 

window managers, such as the Task Gallery [2] [3]. 

The Microsoft’s Task Gallery is a window manager that uses interactive 3d graphics to 

provide direct support for task management and document comparison. User tasks 

appear as artwork hung on the walls of a virtual art gallery, with the selected on a stage. 

Multiple documents can be selected and displayed side-by-side using 3d space to 

provide uniform and intuitive scaling. It uses a redirection mechanism for hosting 

existing Windows applications in a 3d workspace without changing or recompiling 

them. The book window manager in the sprint application uses the same principles as 

the Task Gallery to show the top-level windows in a 3d space. The windows instead of 

artwork in a virtual art gallery, is represented as pages of a virtual book, opened in the 

page currently selected by the user. 
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Figure 2 – The Task Gallery1 

Various research efforts on compositing systems have been carried out, but little 

progress was made in extending the compositing pipeline with radical refinements such 

as multiple and nested window managers.  

Following the Task Gallery, in 2003 Roussel introduced Ametista [4], a mini-toolkit 

designed to facilitate the exploration of new window management techniques. Ametista 

uses OpenGL textures to display top-level windows, fixed images and video streams in 

placeholders. OpenGL is also used to apply alpha blending to the windows to make 

them translucent and to apply shadows. Furthermore, the compositing window manager 

can apply scaling, rotation and translation to position and rotate any window and 

combine them to create the final scene. Finally, a 3d arrangement of the windows with 

the use of a perspective view is presented. 

Although, some of the features stated in Metisse are not supported in the sprint GUI 

toolkit, such as the window shadow application and the window rotation and scaling 

transformations in the 2d desktop window manager. The focus in the sprint toolkit was 

given to the novel features, such as the embedding of window managers, given the 

limited time of a master thesis for research and development. The nested compositing 

                                                 

1 Image taken from: The Task Gallery: A 3D Window Manager [2] 
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window managers do not limit the window transformations and the 3d visual effects 

proposed in other papers, and some of them are considered as future work. 

In 2005, Metisse [5] was presented, a fully functional window system specifically 

created to facilitate the design, the implementation and the evaluation of innovative 

window management techniques. Metisse uses an image compositing approach that 

makes it possible to apply a number of visual effects and geometrical transformations 

on windows. Metisse relies on FvwmCompositor which displays buffered windows 

with OpenGL, using arbitrarily transformed textured polygons. The compositor is also 

responsible for the translation of the mouse coordinates and providing the targeted 

window under the mouse pointer. After the targeted window has been retrieved, the 

mouse coordinates are transformed based on the window’s transformation matrix, as in 

the sprint toolkit. 

In the sprint toolkit the pick translation works similarly to Metisse, although it is 

extended to support multiple nested window managers. In the extended approach 

multiple window managers will calculate the final targeted window and the relative 

mouse coordinates in a cascaded pick process. 

In [6], compositing window managers are used to improve the space utilization of 

desktops. The work is based on compositing window managers, which have access to 

the window textures after the window content has been rendered into the video memory. 

Specifically, importance-driven compositing window management optimizes the 

content visibility, by making see-through the part of the windows based on the 

importance of the window content. Moreover, this technique offers interactivity with 

the visible contents of the occluded windows. Although, in our application we do not 

focus in this subject. The sprint GUI toolkit supports translucent and fully transparent 

windows, so that the occluded windows become visible, although the mouse and 

keyboard events are sent to the focused window, even if the focused window is fully 

transparent and only the previously occluded windows are visible. In sprint, to support 

the importance-driven composition, a new window manager could be introduced that 

implements the discussed technique. 
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Similarly to the previous, in [7] an approach to view and manipulate the otherwise 

hidden content of obscured windows is presented. Opaque to transparent gradients and 

image processing filters are used to minimize the interference from overlapping 

material. This technique increases the amount of simultaneously visible content and 

allows basic interaction with otherwise obscured content, without modifying window 

geometry. 

Display improvements for various scenarios have been proposed that uses compositing 

window managers, like an automatic calibration routine for multi-projector setups that 

adopts to the room geometry [8]. Also, a heads-up window system intended for use in 

a 3d environment [9]. The system tracks the head and body movement of the user and 

creates a portable information surround that envelopes the user as the user moves 

around. Furthermore, in [10] physics are added to virtual desktops to behave in a more 

realistic manner. Objects can be dragged and tossed around, influenced by physical 

characteristics such as friction and mass. 

In the following paragraphs we briefly describe the current state of the most commonly 

used compositing window managers. This includes the Quartz Compositor, the 

windowing system in Mac OS X, the Desktop Window Manager (DWM), which is the 

window manager in Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8, the Compiz 

compositing window manager for the X Window System [11] and the KWin window 

manager for the X Window System. The X Window System has many compositing 

window manager implementations, since any user-level application can act as a window 

manager, although we will not examine all of them. 

The windowing system of Apple Mac OS X is based on Quartz2D, a vector-based 

drawing API for rendering 2d graphics, OpenGL for rendering 3d graphics and 

QuickTime for dynamic media, such as animated graphics and video. These libraries 

render their results to off-screen buffers in the memory of the graphics card and then 

used as textures. Then, a fourth component, the Quartz Compositor [12], is responsible 

for the composition and display of graphics rendered with these three libraries. The 

Compositor reads the data from all the off-screen buffers and assembles each into one 

texture for the display, writing that texture to the frame buffer memory of the graphics 

card, which will show the results to the screen. Finally, the Mac OS X Window Server 
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manages all the windows on the system, tracking the input focus and routing events, 

such as mouse or keyboard events, to the appropriate applications. 

The Quartz Compositor is based on the idea that the window system can be considered 

as a digital image compositor [13]. The Compositor is run in graphics processing unit 

(GPU) with the help of OpenGL. As an OpenGL application, it can take advantage of 

the hardware-accelerated graphics to support window effects that would be very slow 

if the compositor was making the calculations in the CPU. As a consequence, the Quartz 

Compositor supports alpha blending, color fading, and 3d geometric transformations, 

such as translation, scaling and window rotation. 

 

Figure 3 – Desktop Window Manager's live thumbnails2 

The windowing system of Microsoft Windows, introduced in Vista, is the Desktop 

Window Manager (DWM) [14] [15]. The Desktop Window Manager enables the use 

of hardware acceleration, through Microsoft DirectX, to render the graphical user 

interface of Windows. When desktop composition is enabled, individual windows no 

longer draw directly to the screen or primary display device as they did in previous 

                                                 

2 Image taken from: http://blogs.msdn.com/b/jimoneil/archive/2009/10/24/7-on-7-taskbar.aspx 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/jimoneil/archive/2009/10/24/7-on-7-taskbar.aspx
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versions of Windows. Instead, their drawing is redirected to off-screen surfaces in video 

memory, which are then rendered into a desktop image and presented on the display. 

Through desktop composition, DWM enables visual effects on the desktop as well as 

various features such as blurred content behind window frames (glass window frames), 

3d window transition animations, live thumbnail view, and so on. 

The previous figure shows the live thumbnail views on the Desktop Window Manager 

taskbar. Each taskbar item represents an open window and the contents of each window 

(client area of the window) are scaled and fitted to the taskbar item. As the content of 

the window changes, for example while showing a video, the taskbar item also changes, 

since both the taskbar item and the window content are rendered through the same 

texture. DWM’s live thumbnails were the inspiration for the sprint taskbar, which is 

also using the same concept to render the taskbar icons with the live window contents. 

 

Figure 4 – Desktop Window Manager's window switching3 

                                                 

3 Images taken from: http://blogs.msdn.com/b/greg_schechter/archive/2006/03/05/544314.aspx 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/greg_schechter/archive/2006/03/05/544314.aspx
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The previous figure shows the switching between windows in the DWM. In the top 

image the thumbnails of every open window are shown in the middle of the screen and 

the user can alternate between them. The currently selected window is rendered on top 

of every other application window, and the rest of the windows become transparent. 

The thumbnails, as in the taskbar, show the current contents of the window. In the 

bottom image, an alternative view for switching between windows is visible. All the 

windows are rendered using a 3d window manager from top to bottom. As the user 

shifts through the windows, the window manager recalculates the position of each 

window and places the new selected window on top. The window textures are applied 

to 3d rectangles and then transformed to position. 

A key feature of the X Window System [16] is that any user-level application can act 

as a window manager. As a consequence, a large number of window managers have 

been developed for this system, providing a large range of appearances and behaviors. 

Yet, all these window managers are based on the original X graphics model and 

therefore, they differ mostly in minor details such as window decorations or keyboard 

shortcuts, and not in their operation principle. 

KWin [17] is a compositing window manager for the X Window System. It is an 

integral part, and the default window manager of the KDE, but it can also be used on 

its own or with other desktop environments. As with the previous compositing window 

managers, KWin uses OpenGL to render the windows to off-screen buffers and then 

uses the window textures to render the scene to the frame buffer. During the window 

compositing KWin can also apply a number of desktop effects. Some of them are the 

magnifier, the window fading, the window translucency, the taskbar thumbnails and 

many more. [18] 
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Figure 5 – The cube in Compiz presents each virtual desktop as a face of a cube4 

Compiz is a compositing window manager for the X Window System that includes a 

number of visual effects, like window shadows, transparency, and desktop zooming. 

The previous figure shows the cube plugin for Compiz, in which each face of the cube 

represents a different virtual desktop. Compiz can be used as a substitute for the default 

Mutter or Metacity, when using GNOME, or KWin in KDE. 

1.4 Overview 

The thesis is organized as follows: 

In Chapter 1 the background on the compositing window managers is presented. In 

particular, the definition of the window manager and the differences from the 

                                                 

4 Image taken from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compiz 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compiz
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compositing paradigm are discussed. Afterwards, the nested compositing window 

manager and its features are introduced. Then, the previous work on the window 

managers is shown. 

Chapter 2 is focused in the software architecture used for the sprint GUI toolkit. The 

components of the toolkit and their utility are analyzed further in the chapter. This 

includes the definition and the description of the gate window, the window that contains 

the compositing window managers and is a major component to support the nesting of 

the window managers. 

In Chapter 3 we present the rendering of the application. The chapter is split into two 

parts. The first part is focused in the order the rendering of the buffered windows will 

take place in a scene that contains nested window managers. In the second part, we 

show the rendering of windows to off-screen buffers and how the rendered off-screen 

buffers are composed to form a new buffered window. 

Chapter 4 introduces the two window managers constructed in the sprint GUI toolkit, 

the 2d desktop window manager and the 3d book window manager. The chapter 

presents their respective window decorators, which are provided by the managers to 

improve the window usability, and their features. Also, in this chapter, the taskbar is 

analyzed, a tool currently located in the desktop window manager that shows a live 

preview of the top-level windows. 

In Chapter 5 the mouse translation process is presented. The pick translation is one of 

the main responsibilities of the window manager and the nested window managers alter 

the normal picking process. First of all, the cascaded mouse translation process is 

analyzed, a way to pick a window independently of the number of nested window 

managers. Then, the view shifts to the mouse translation in the 3d window managers 

and the projection of 2d mouse coordinates to the 3d scene. 

Chapter 6 shows the implementation details of the gate maximization, the window 

manager factory and the dynamic switching. Gate maximization resizes and renders a 

nested window manager to full screen space to enlarge the working area of the windows 

inside embedded window managers. The window manager factory is used to easily 
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install new window managers. All the installed window managers are also visible in the 

gate toolbar, which is used to dynamically switch the window manager of a gate 

window. 

In Chapter 7 we review the contributions of the thesis, and list possible directions of 

future research. 
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2. Software Architecture 

The sprint Graphical User Interface (GUI) toolkit features nested compositing window 

managers. To be able to support them, the gate window had to be introduced, which 

accommodates a window manager instance. A gate may be freely added as a child to 

any container window. The architecture of the sprint graphical user interface toolkit is 

depicted in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 – Sprint GUI toolkit architecture 

The input management is responsible for polling the input devices, in this case the 

mouse and the keyboard. It then constructs an event, whenever the state of any input 

device is altered, for example if a key is pressed a new key event is constructed or when 

the mouse is moved a new mouse event is created. The events are finally posted to the 

event system and are processed by the application. 

The layout manager is responsible for placing the windows inside the window 

container. Every window container has a layout manager instance. Based on the type 

of the layout manager, the contained windows (children) can be placed horizontally, 

vertically, stacked or in a grid formation. Whenever a window is added or removed the 

layout is recalculated and the contained windows are moved to their new location. 

The following figure depicts the design of the window manager system in sprint. The 

gate window, the window decorator and the managed window (also called top-level 
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window) are windows. The gate window has a window manager instance that it can be 

either a desktop window manager or a book window manager. The window manager 

has a list of decorators, one per each managed window. The type of these window 

decorators is based on the window manager. Finally, to add a new window manager in 

the application, the developer has to provide only the new window manager and 

window decorator implementations. The details for creating and installing a new 

window manager is described later. 

 

Figure 7 – Sprint window manager design 

2.1 GUI toolkit 

2.1.1 Window 

The Window is an object having a graphical representation that can be displayed on the 

screen and that can interact with the user. Examples of windows are the buttons, text 

fields and checkboxes of a typical graphical user interface. 
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Every window is contained inside another window, also known as the window’s parent. 

By linking all the parents and children, a tree hierarchy is formed, where the root 

window is the root of this hierarchy and all other windows are either children or 

descendants of it. 

Another window of interest is the focus window, which listens to the keyboard and 

mouse inputs. The focus is changed when the user clicks the mouse outside the focused 

window area. Gaining the focus alters the color of the top-level window’s frame border 

and title bar, making easier for the user to perceive the current input listener. 

2.1.2 Top-level window 

The definition of top-level windows in other GUI toolkits is the windows that are direct 

children of the root window, but since sprint has nested window managers, the 

definition has to be extended, to also support windows located inside nested window 

managers. As a result, top-level windows are called the windows directly connected to 

any window manager. In case only the desktop’s window manager exists, then the 

extended definition matches with the previous definition. 

 

Figure 8 – Undecorated top-level window 

A major difference of top-level windows from other widgets is the rendering process. 

The window must be rendered to an off-screen texture in video memory and then passed 

to the window manager, which will then decorate them and compose the final result. 

The window decorations are provided by window managers to improve the usability of 

a multi-windowed desktop. A good decoration example is the frame, which consists of 

a title bar at the top of the window, which is used to move the window and also provides 

window control buttons such as minimize, maximize and close. Moreover, a border is 

added around the window sides, which can be used to resize the window. Following the 
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decoration, the window is then placed in the scene and based on the selected window 

manager, which will be discussed further in chapter 4, multiple 2D and 3D effects can 

be applied, such as translation, scaling, rotation, fading, duplication and others. 

 

Figure 9 – Frame decorated (left) and book decorated (right) top-level windows 

2.2 Gate windows 

In compositing toolkits, the classes regarding managed windows have always a local 

off-screen buffer. In this context, to support dynamically nested window managers a 

managed window subclass was introduced named gate, with a dynamically associated 

window manager instance. The root of the window hierarchy is always a gate instance, 

which is initialized at the beginning of the GUI toolkit application and covers the whole 

screen. 
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Figure 10 – Three nested gates with desktop window managers 

An instance of a gate class can be found anywhere inside the window hierarchy, since 

gate as any other window can be placed inside a container. In figure 10, there are three 

gates placed one within another, with a desktop window manager instance in each gate. 

The root window, as stated before, is a gate window that contains top-level windows. 

One of these windows holds the inner gate, which also contains top-level windows and 

so on. 

As mentioned, gate windows hold a window manager instance. That instance can 

change on the fly, either by a predefined keystroke, which the creator of the GUI 

application will provide, or by clicking one of the buttons of the toolbar, located in the 

upper left corner of the gate window, as shown in figure 10. The gate’s toolbar is 

updated dynamically, when the window manager alters, to show every available 

window manager type apart from the one currently used. Since we only provide two 

distinct manager types, the desktop and the book, there is only one button that alters 
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from “switch to desktop”, when the gate holds a book window manager, and “switch to 

book” when the gate holds a desktop window manager. The toolbar items provide an 

interactive approach to alternate between different views of the same windows. 

 

Figure 11 – Gate toolbar 

Also the gate can support future window managers to be constructed and added to the 

already provided. As long as the new window managers are implemented and 

registered, then they will be inserted to the gate’s toolbar, which will preserve the 

interactive switch between the different types of window managers. More details on the 

ability to add new window managers will be provided in chapter 4. 

Finally, since the use of embedded window managers can reduce the working area, the 

gate offers a maximize view functionality, where the window manager and its contents 

are moved and resized to fit the whole screen. The window maximization, as observed 

in desktop managers, is making windows occupy the full-screen space, although if the 

window is placed inside a nested window manager, then the window will be resized to 

fit inside the window manager. The final result could be a window, which is 

substantially smaller than the screen space. The solution will be discussed after the 

buffer hierarchy is analyzed.  
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3. Compositing Rendering 

3.1 Buffer hierarchy 

The first step in the process of creating a compositing window manager is to store the 

rendering output of the top-level windows to off-screen buffers, which will then be 

processed by the window manager, to compose the final display output. In a non-nested 

compositing window manager’s implementation, the window manager accepted as 

input the off-screen buffers from top-level windows and placed the output result to the 

frame buffer. 

To support embedded window managers the output of the window managers has to be 

stored and passed to other windows, instead of sending it directly to the frame buffer. 

Then, after the top-level gate has finished the rendering, its off-screen buffer will be 

sent to the frame buffer to get displayed. 

 

Figure 12 – Buffer hierarchy of an application with nested window managers 

Figure 12 displays all the buffers in an example application that contains embedded 

window managers. The buffer hierarchy tree looks as an abridged version of the 

window hierarchy, which only contains the gate and top-level windows, since only 
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these types of windows render to off-screen buffers. The arrows of the figure point to 

the recipient of the buffer data, which means that the top-level gate will always contain 

the data of every single buffer in the application. Moreover, the figure indicates that to 

render a buffer all its children must be rendered first, since they are a requirement to 

compile the current window. As a result, in this case, the inner top-level windows will 

be rendered initially, followed by the inner gates and the outer top-level windows, 

which will then be arranged to form the top-level gate. The result of the top-level gate 

will then be passed to the frame buffer. 

 

Figure 13 – Rendering diagram of an application with nested window managers 

The last figure shows the rendering sequence of the sprint application. Every top-level 

window and gate are stored in the video card’s memory as a texture that shows all the 

widgets and windows it contains. Then the texture, as previously discussed in the buffer 

hierarchy figure, is used to create another texture. The process is continued until the 

top-level gate has been rendered, which is then passed to the frame buffer to be 

displayed. 
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The reason the main memory is not used for any of the storing is the speed difference 

of the communication between the main memory and video card’s memory, compared 

to the video card’s memory bandwidth. The only communication with the graphics card 

has been narrowed to only sending small messages containing rendering commands. A 

limitation in using the video card for all the off-screen buffers is the video memory, 

since every buffered window keeps a texture as big as the size of the window to the 

video RAM, although the size and speed of the video RAM seems to increase every 

year. 

 

Figure 14 – Wire frame rendered on top of the windows 

The last figure shows a scene of the application with multiple nested window managers. 

The wire frame of every window is drawn on top of the windows, to show the triangles 

that are sent to the graphics card to be rendered. Every window inside the application 

is translated to one or more rectangles. When a buffer is rendered, all the window 

rectangles are collected and each rectangle is split in two triangles. Finally, the triangles 

are sent to the graphics card for rendering. In the window managers that contain a 3d 
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scene, the window manager and decorators hold a triangle list of the components that 

must be rendered, as in the book window manager. 

It is already discussed that the window manager is responsible to handle the buffers of 

the top-level window and then render the result to the gate, however it has not yet been 

discussed the embedding of a gate’s buffer to a top-level window. To render a gate 

inside a window, after receiving the texture where the gate was rendered and the 

dimensions of the gate, a rectangle with the position and size of the gate window is 

rendered and the texture provided by the gate is then applied to the rectangle. 

3.2 Image composition 

In this chapter we will discuss how the combination of the top-level window buffers is 

performed to produce the displayed scene. 

When a buffered window is asked to render itself, it simply sets the rendering target to 

its frame buffer and renders all the widgets that are located inside the window. 

Buffered window rendering 

 If it is dirty then 

  Collect rendering info from children 

  Set rendering target to current frame buffer 

  Render background 

  Render children rendering info  

Update texture coordinates 

  Mark window as not dirty 

The rendering info are simple drawing commands, such as drawing a rectangle, 

rendering text, showing an icon and so on. Every window that does not render itself to 

a buffer, such as the buttons or scrollbars, instead of rendering themselves, they create 

a list of rendering commands. The application then collects them to a single batch of 

data and sends them to the video card. Sending a single batch of data to the graphics 

card is much faster than sending many smaller batches, based on the current 

communication between the CPU and the graphics card. 
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Then, we calculate the new coordinates of the color texture, since the window does not 

always fit perfectly inside the allocated texture space. The coordinates will be used to 

embed the texture to the parent window. 

Finally, the window is marked as clean, and will not be rendered again, unless any 

content of the window needs to be redrawn or the window changes its size. Since the 

texture data remain in the video card, there is no need to send any more data after the 

initial rendering. The rest of the windows that request it, will have to provide only the 

texture id and the texture coordinates. 

Following the rendering of the top-level windows, the window manager will then 

compose the final scene, which is responsible for the placing of the windows, either in 

a 2d or a 3d geometric space, based on the window manager. The window manager is 

also responsible for the decoration of the top-level window, such as the frame of a 

desktop window manager. 

An example of the image composition is visible in the following figure, which is split 

in two parts. In the top of figure 15, two inner top-level windows are combined with 

the use of a desktop window manager. The window manager also provides a frame 

window decoration, to be able to control the window (move, resize, minimize, etc.), a 

toolbar to interactively change the window manager and a taskbar that shows all open 

windows inside the window manager. Then the windows are drawn in the gate’s buffer, 

on top of the background picture selected for the gate. The gate instead of drawing to 

the frame buffer, is embedded to a top-level window, which we already discuss how is 

performed earlier in this chapter. Finally, the top-level window with the embedded 

window manager and one more window are added to the top-level gate’s window 

manager. The top-level gate uses a desktop window manager to compose the two 

windows and then stores the result to the gate’s buffer. The buffer is then sent to the 

frame buffer to get displayed. 
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Figure 15 – Image composition example 

Generally every window could become a buffered window and store its rendering 

output to an off-screen buffer, although it would require massive amounts of memory 

in the graphics card. Also, every window should also contain a compositor that will 

layout the children windows in the parent’s space. In our approach, the gate window is 

a buffered window. Since every container window, can also contain a gate window, all 
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the container window should have a compositor. Although, to solve this problem, we 

altered the rendering process for the windows that contain buffered windows. Instead, 

the container window renders an empty rectangle with the position and size of the child 

window, and then attaches the texture of the buffered window, by using the texture 

coordinates that were calculated during its rendering phase. 

To render a buffered window, all the buffered windows that it depends to, must also be 

rendered prior to it. As a result, the application requires a rendering order, in which the 

buffered windows will be rendered. For the tree shaped buffer hierarchy, the post-order 

traversal sequence will visit the children nodes, before visiting the parent node. So for 

the following example, the order will be A, C, E, D, B, H, I, G and F. 

 

Figure 16 – Buffered window rendering order5 

The following table shows the rendering speed of sprint in different configurations. For 

every example was tested in three different states, the idle state, where there was no 

mouse or keyboard input, the moving window state, where a top-level window inside 

the window manager is moved and finally the resizing window state, where a top-level 

window is resized. The results are in frames rendered to the screen per second. From 

the results of the first row, it is obvious that the sprint GUI toolkit is not optimized 

enough, although this is a great control case to check versus the nested window manager 

configurations. The first conclusion from the results is that when a window is moving 

                                                 

5 Image taken from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-order_traversal 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-order_traversal
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the application renders slower than in the idle state and when a window is resized the 

application renders slower than the window moving state. When a window is moved, 

the window manager will have to re-compose the scene from the already rendered top-

level windows, which means that the top-level windows will not be rendered again and 

will be retrieved from their texture, but the window manager will have to render the 

scene again. On the other hand, when a top-level window is resized, the window 

becomes dirty and needs to be repainted. This means that in the first and the second 

example the “dirty” top-level window and the top-level window manager will have to 

be rendered again. In the final example, we test the rendering speed of the application 

when a window of an inner window manager (other than the top-level) is moved or 

resized. In that case, the gate that contains the window manager will become dirty and 

will cause all the window managers that contain this gate window to be rendered again. 

In the case of the resizing window, again the resized top-level window will be repainted 

as well as the rest of the window managers. 

Rendering Speed 

(Frames per second) 

Idle Moving window Resizing window 

Non-nested window 

manager 

49 - 54 47 - 48 44 - 45 

Nested window 

manager (outer) 

41 – 42 41 - 42 33 - 34 

Nested window 

manager (inner) 

41 – 42 29 - 30 21 - 23 

Table 1 – Image composition rendering speed comparison 
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4. Window Managers 

A window manager is a part of a window system, which is responsible for arranging 

windows on a screen. It allows the windows to be relocated, overlapped, resized, 

minimized and maximized. To add the extra functionality, the window manager supply 

each window with extra elements, called window decorations. 

Window decorations are provided by window managers to improve the usability, such 

as minimize, maximize, close window and switch focus, and provide information, such 

as the window title and the focused window. Each window manager provide its own 

decorators that alter the look and feel of the environment. More information about the 

desktop and the book window decorators will be discussed in the respective window 

manager sections. 

Also, a taskbar is provided which carries all the open windows that belong to the 

window manager and shows a live preview of the windows. The taskbar is used to 

minimize, restore and change the focus of the windows inside the window manager. 

Two distinct window managers were implemented for the sprint application. A desktop 

window manager with a 2d geometric space and a rectangular planar geometry, and a 

custom book window manager with a 3d geometric space with a typical perspective 

view frustum. The main differences of the two window managers will be provided in 

the following parts, where each window manager will be described thoroughly. 

More window managers can be added to sprint as long as the window manager and its 

window decorator is provided. After checking the software architecture, two interfaces 

are provided for these classes, a window manager and a window decorator interface. 

Both, supply the basic functionality, although to create a new window manager, more 

functionality must be added. Firstly, the window manager must supply a render method, 

where it will provide a way it will display the top-level windows. Then, it must use the 

window decorators to add controls to these windows, such as window movement, 

resizing and focus change. After that, it must provide a way to translate the mouse 

coordinates, based on the window rendering. Finally, it must handle the mouse and 
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keyboard events, and either use them to control the window manager, or propagate them 

to the currently focused window. 

At the following parts, the two provided window managers are discussed and their 

respective decorators. 

4.1 Desktop 

 

Figure 17 – Desktop window manager with three top-level windows 

The desktop window manager uses a 2d geometric space to render the top-level 

windows. The windows are decorated with a frame and a border around the window. 

The border is used to resize the window. The left and right borders are used to adjust 

width of the decorated window, the top and bottom borders to adjust the height of the 

window and the borders that are located at the corners of the window adjust both the 

width and the height of the window. The frame contains a label with the window name, 

three buttons that are used to minimize, maximize and close the window and a slider 
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that modifies the window’s transparency value. When the slider is at the left, then the 

window is transparent and at the opposite side is solid. An example of a desktop window 

manager is shown in the previous figure. 

Also, from the last figure, is noticeable the focused window, which has a different 

border and frame color than the rest of the windows. The focus is the desktop window 

manager can alter either by clicking inside a window that currently is not focused, or 

by clicking its taskbar icon on the bottom of the screen, which will bring it in top of the 

other windows. 

The taskbar shows a live preview of every open windows inside the desktop window 

manager, even if they are minimized, or hidden behind another window. 

The desktop is rendered from the bottom to the top, which means that the focused 

window will be the last to be drawn. To render a window at a given position and with 

a given size, a rectangle is rendered and then the window’s texture is applied to the 

rectangle and the transparency value is passed. Then the window’s decorator is rendered 

around the window. After every window has been rendered, the desktop renders the 

taskbar and the toolbar. 

Desktop window manager rendering 

For every window in reverse focus order 

 Render top-level window 

 Get texture and texture coordinates 

 Get window position and size 

 Render rectangle (position, size) 

 Apply texture and set transparency value 

 Render decorator 

Render taskbar 

Render toolbar 

When working with multiple windows, many windows can be obscured from the 

focused window, and since the available window space is always limited, we introduced 

an interactive transparency control in the window frame. This slider allows the users to 

quickly inspect the overlapped windows by changing the transparency of the focused 

window on the fly. In nested window managers, the transparent window is mixed with 

the other window siblings, although if the top-level window containing the gate is set 
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to transparent, the whole nested window manager will become transparent. Our 

implementation concerns only about the appearance and does not allow obscured 

content to be interactive without the focus, as in [7] where interaction with hidden 

content is enabled. 

 

Figure 18 – Transparency control 

In the figure above, there is a desktop nested in a book nested in a desktop window 

manager. The maximized window (‘Window 2’) contains a book window manager and 

in its frame the transparency slider is set at about 80 percent. This means that any other 

windows in the top-level desktop will be partially visible. In the red rectangle, there is 

a window outlined that is visible behind the focused window. Also, inside the book 

window manager, we have another transparent window, as shown from the 

transparency slider, outlined with a yellow rectangle. The green window that contains 

the radio boxes, is also visible, although it is behind the focused window that contains 

the text editor. Finally, although the radio boxes are visible behind the text editor, if we 

tried to press any of them, the text editor, which is located on top, would take the mouse 

event and would respond accordingly. 
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Transparency control is only available on the desktop window manager for now, but 

the effort to add transparency control also to the book window manager is not high. To 

implement it to the book window manager, a new slider widget should be added to the 

book window decorator. When the user changed the value then the position of the 

thumb would be translated to an alpha value and passed with the texture, when 

rendering the top-level window. 

The mouse picking (conversion of mouse coordinates), contrary to the window 

rendering, is executed from top to bottom. Given the input coordinates, the window 

manager tests if the mouse pointer is inside the window’s rectangle. If it is, then we 

found the window where the mouse is pointing, otherwise we continue searching the 

following window. Finally, we subtract the window coordinates from the mouse 

coordinates to get the coordinates relative to the window’s top-left corner. If no window 

is found, then the mouse pointer is placed in an empty area. 

Desktop window manager mouse picking 

For every window in focus order 

 If mouse point inside window rectangle 

  Relative point = Mouse point – Window position 

  Return pair (Window, Relative point) 

Return no window 

4.2 Book 

The book window manager uses a 3d geometric space and a typical perspective view 

frustum to render the top-level windows. The window manager provides a cylinder at 

the center of the scene, and renders the windows around it. An example is shown in the 

next figure. To select the positioning of the windows, the focus window chain is used, 

so the window that currently has the focus is rendered in front, without rotating around 

the cylinder. The rest of the windows are rotated based on the number of windows in 

the window manager. There is a 135 degrees between the first and the last window in 

the focus chain, windows 1 and 3 in this example. The rest of the windows are split 

equally in the remaining space. For example, since only one window must be placed in 

the remaining 225 degrees, window 2 will be put in the middle, or at 112.5 degrees. 
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The book window decorators create two boxes, one that will host the window, and one 

for the window title. The front face of the boxes is resized to match the size of the 

windows they will host. To render the front and back faces of the box, the top-level 

window’s texture coordinates are applied. The rest of the box is rendered with the 

window’s background color. Finally, the scene is scaled to fit inside the camera’s view 

frustum. 

 

Figure 19 – Book window manager with three top-level windows 

Also, figure 19 is using the same example as figure 17, with a book window manager, 

instead of a desktop. Although, the second window, which contains the radio boxes is 

not visible, because it is perpendicular to the screen, the other two windows display the 

differences between the two window managers and their decorators. 

The book window manager, as its name describe, uses the book metaphor to display the 

top-level windows. Each window is shown as a page of the book, rendered in the front 

and the back face of the page. The window located right of the cylinder is the current 

focused window, and the rest of the windows are rendered counterclockwise based of 
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the focus chain that the window manager is holding, if the cylinder is seen from the top. 

When a window gains the focus, then all the pages are rotated accordingly to keep the 

same window arrangement, bringing the new focused window at the right side of the 

cylinder. As in any book, the pages are sequential, which means that page 2 is always 

after page 1 and before page 3. Although, contrary to a book, in this window manager, 

the pages do not have always the same dimensions. 

Since, the book window manager is rendered in a 3d geometric space, we can 

implement a camera control by manipulating the view matrix. The window manager 

handles keyboard and mouse events to control the camera. The camera control could 

assist by moving the camera towards a window, to maximize its screen space, or by 

getting a top-down view to quickly inspect all the windows and their contents. In the 

following figure, the same scene is seen from a different position and angle. 

 

Figure 20 – Camera control in the book window manager 
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The algorithm used to render the book scene is the following. The model matrices for 

every window and the view matrix that is created by the camera have already been 

calculated. 

Book window manager rendering 

Set model, view and projection matrices 

Render cylinder 

For every window in reverse focus order 

 Render top-level window 

 Set model matrix 

 Render window decorator 

 Apply texture in front and back faces of box 

As in the desktop window manager, the mouse coordinates must be able to convert from 

the screen coordinates, or in the case of nested window managers the gate’s relative 

coordinates, to a pair of a window that the mouse is pointing and the relative coordinates 

inside the window. Since the window manager contain 3d objects, rendered with a view 

frustum, it is not possible to simply subtract the window coordinates to receive the final 

result. The exact process is discussed in the following chapter. 

The focus in the book window manager works differently from the desktop window 

manager. As described at the beginning of this part, when a new window gains focus, 

then it comes in front of the other windows and the window manager recalculates the 

positions of every window. This happens only when a window title bar is pressed. On 

the other hand, if a window itself is pressed, the windows are not switched. The reason 

for this choice is that if the camera holds its position and direction, then there are two 

windows visible, and selecting the left window would cause the windows to be 

repositioned, thus not being able to work on both windows at the same time. 

To calculate the windows position, the book window manager assigns an angle value 

in each decorator with values ranging from 0 to 359 degrees. The angle value specifies 

how much the decorator will rotate the two boxes, which hold the title bar and the 

window, around the cylinder (axis Y). The first window has a fixed value of 0, and 

because of that value it always appear to the right side of the cylinder. Also, a fixed 

angle value is given to the last window, if there are two or more windows inside the 

book window manager. The angle value for that window is 225 degrees, and it appears 
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to the right side of the cylinder with the back face visible from the initial camera 

position. These two windows have a fixed position, so that no matter how many 

windows in the scene, there is enough space to look at the focus window. If all the 

windows where given the same space between them, then a window manager with 36 

windows would have to put a window every 10 degrees. Then the focused window 

would be impossible to see. 

Book window manager rearrange windows 

If window manager contains more than one windows 

Set angle increment to 225 / (number of windows – 1) 

Else 

 Angle increment is zero 

For every window in the window manager 

 Get controller 

 Set controller’s angle to i * angle increment 

 

Figure 21 – Two window managers inside a top-level window 

Since the top-level windows are window containers and they can hold any number of 

windows, they could also hold more than one gate window. In the previous figure there 
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is an example of a top-level window with two gate windows (and therefore two window 

managers) side by side. The layout manager of the window can place the gate windows 

either horizontally, or vertically, or even in a grid formation if there are more than two 

window managers. 

4.3 Taskbar 

A taskbar shows a live preview of every open window that belong to the window 

manager. To implement the interactive live taskbar, the window manager collects all 

the top-level windows and creates a taskbar item for each window. The taskbar item 

has to be a uniformly scaled version of the top-level window to keep the same aspect 

ratio, otherwise the scaled version will show a stretched window instead. The items are 

then fitted inside the taskbar as shown in the example in the following figure. In the 

fourth window, a portion of the text inside the text editor widget is selected, which is 

visible in the taskbar item. Although it is not clearly noticeable in the image, in the third 

taskbar item there is a window with a gate that contains a taskbar, which means that we 

can have as many taskbars, as window managers. Every taskbar item will continue to 

change dynamically its contents, regardless of its depth, causing a visual change in an 

inner window to appear in all the taskbars that contain the window. 

 

Figure 22 – Taskbar example 

Although the live preview of the top-level windows is useful and shows a great 

representation of the composition, the initial reason to create the taskbar was to let the 

top-level windows to minimize and then have a method to restore them. In most window 

managers, when a window is minimized, it becomes an icon in the window manager’s 

taskbar. But to implement it in our system, a different icon should be constructed and 
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provided for every different window that would represent the window’s utility, hence 

it was decided to use the window miniatures. 

The taskbar items can be used to minimize, restore and change focus of the windows. 

When a taskbar item portraying a window is clicked, if the window was minimized, 

then the window will be restored with the same position and size it has when it was 

minimized. If the window was not minimized and it was on top of every other window 

(is had the focus), then the focus gains the next window in the focus chain and the 

window becomes minimized. On the other hand, if the window clicked is not on top, 

then it gains the focus and is drawn on top of the other windows. Moreover, taskbar 

will add and remove items dynamically when new windows are added and removed 

from the window manager respectively. 

The taskbar is only available on desktop window managers for now, because in the 

book window manager all the windows are already visible by altering the camera view 

and also, although it was easy to add the same taskbar from the desktop window 

manager, it did not seem nice to add a 2d rectangle on top of the 3d scene, while the 

camera can still move around. We searched for an alternative for the taskbar, but none 

of the options had the same effect, or did not offer more than the book window manager 

already had. As a result, in the book window manager, window minimization is not 

supported, as it would not be able to restore a window. 

The taskbar is a great example to show the functionality of the compositing window 

manager, since it provides a duplicate of a window, which then scales and places it in 

the taskbar. 

Taskbar rendering 

 Get top-level windows from window manager 

 For each window 

  Get aspect ratio from window 

  Get texture info from window 

Render a rectangle that fits inside the taskbar 

item’s fixed rectangle size 

  Apply texture coordinates to the rectangle 
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For application with many nested window managers, the taskbar items of outer desktop 

window managers will show the live changes inside the top-level window, even if the 

changes happened to an inner window manager. Essentially, the changes will be visible 

in the window manager that contains the top-level window and all its outer window 

managers. Although, in the outer window managers the taskbar item will be scaled more 

than in the inner window managers, which will make the result less noticeable. The 

reason that the changes are visible in the outer taskbars is based on the order of the 

rendering sequence. The inner window managers will be rendered first and the top-level 

window manager will be the last. In the following figure, three taskbars are depicted, 

from the taskbar of the inner window manager in the top, to the taskbar of the top-level 

window manager in the bottom part of the figure. In all three taskbars, there is a taskbar 

item that shows a text editor with part of the text being selected (blue background 

instead of white). 

 

Figure 23 – Nested taskbars from inner (top) to outer (bottom) 
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5. Pick Translation 

In computer science, picking refers to the task of determining which screen-rendered 

object a user is pointing. The pick translation is one of the main responsibilities of the 

window manager, as described in the previous section. The nested window managers 

alter the normal picking process, which we will discuss in this chapter, especially when 

one or more of the nested window managers contain 3d geometry. In that case, the 

mouse pointer must be translated from a point to the screen, to a ray in the 3d scene, to 

a point inside the window. 

In the first part, we will talk about the cascaded process of translating the mouse 

position with multiple nested window managers, and in the second part we will enrich 

the process with window managers that contain 3d geometries. 

5.1 Cascaded process 

One of the most important tasks of the window manager, is the translation of the mouse 

coordinates, or of any other pointing device the system supports, to a set of a window 

and relative coordinates, which represent the window under the pointing device and the 

mouse coordinates relative to the top left corner of the window. The result of picking is 

used for focus control, pressing buttons, and so on. 

Since multiple nested window managers are supported, a cascaded picking process is 

implemented that recognizes windows located inside an inner window manager, 

regardless of the depth of the window manager. Also, for every gate in the window’s 

hierarchy chain, the containing window manager will call its own pick translation 

method. This means that the picking mechanism will work even if every window 

manager is of a different kind. 

Every window manager is able to translate from a planar position, whose coordinates 

are given relative to its gate, to a pair carrying the actual picked managed window and 
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a relative position inside it. Then, the managed window invokes pick recursively to 

child windows. 

The initial pick request is always in screen coordinates and is supplied to the top-level 

gate. The picking is a top to bottom process, which means that the top-level gate will 

then pass its results to the following window in the window hierarchy, until the final 

pointing window is found. 

The mouse coordinates are passed from the gate to the window manager. Then 

following the layout and the rendering process of the window manager, a top-level 

window is selected. Next, the top-level window translates the coordinates and for every 

child inside the window, the child’s window rectangle is checked whether it contains 

the mouse relative coordinates. The first child that contains the mouse coordinates is 

the pointing child of the window, since the window manager checks the children based 

on their rendering precedence. This operation continues, until for a window, any of the 

following is true. 

a) The window has no children. 

b) None of the window’s children are selected. 

Finally, the result is checked, and if it is a gate window, the process starts over with the 

gate’s window manager and the gate’s relative coordinates. The following figure shows 

a diagram of the cascaded picking translation. 

 

Figure 24 – Cascaded picking translation diagram 
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Every window manager has to provide its own picking mechanism to translate the 

planar coordinates, provided by the gate, to the pointing managed window and its 

relative coordinates. The picking has to match the rendering of the managed windows 

and the provided window decorators, since the results must match what the user is 

viewing in the screen. The pick translation of the two different kinds of window 

managers that are provided by sprint were discussed in the previous chapter. 

The algorithm to select a child of a window is the following. 

Child picking (window, point) 

For every window in rendering order 

 If point inside child’s window rectangle 

  Child point = point – child window coordinates 

  Return Child picking (child, child point) 

   {Recursive call} 

Return (current window, point) 

 {None of the window’s children are selected} 

 

Figure 25 – Picking translation example 

In the figure above, there is an application with nested window managers. In this case, 

there are three desktop window managers, since there will be more discussion for the 

book window manager in the following part. With the red dots is represented the mouse 

position in every part of the picking process. In figure 16a, the top-level gate is 
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displayed.  From the same scene, it is visible that the mouse is inside an inner window 

manager and it is pressing a button, since the button has a different color from the other 

buttons. The window manager contains four top-level window, as shown in the 

desktop’s taskbar. The mouse is inside the first window that is shown in figure 16b, and 

the relative mouse position in calculated, based on the window’s position. The same 

operation is used for the second and third window managers, until the last top-level 

window is reached, as shown in the figure 16d. The window checks its children, in this 

case the three buttons, whether the mouse is located inside any of them. Then the first 

button is returned, which has no children, and as said before, the picking process 

finishes when a window has no children. The final result is then returned with the 

relative position of the mouse inside the button. 

5.2 Crossing geometric boundaries 

A window manager with a 3d geometric space, such as the book window manager, will 

have to deal with mouse picking differently. The problem is that the mouse is moving 

in the screen plane, getting values only in the x and y axis. On the other hand, the 

geometry inside the book window manager uses a view frustum to project to the screen. 

That means that it is not as trivial to get the pointing top-level window as with the 

desktop window manager. 

The coordinates the window manager receives from the gate window are planar. Also, 

planar are the coordinates provided to the top-level window by the window manager, 

to continue checking for the pointing window. So, the window manager has to translate 

the 2d point received from the gate to a 3d point in the scene, and finally transform it 

to a 2d point inside the intersected top-level window. The rest of the cascaded process 

will continue as described before. 

To convert the mouse point to a position in the 3d space, the mouse point is used to cast 

a ray from the camera to the scene. The camera position and the mouse position in the 

screen plane are used as two points to create a ray in the 3d scene. This approach is 

called ray casting. Then, the ray is used to check for intersections with the 3d geometry. 
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Any object is the scene is constructed by 3d triangles, which represent a 3d plane. A 

ray-plane intersection is applied to every triangle in the scene, and the intersection 

points are collected. The intersection point closest to the camera is set as the pointing 

triangle and its top-level window is the pointing window. 

 

 

Figure 26 – Ray casting 

After the conversion to a ray, and the discovery of the closest intersection with a top-

level window, the 3d intersection point must be translated to a 2d point, with 

coordinates relative to the top-level window’s top left corner. This is the window 

decorator’s task, since it is the one that applied the texture to the 3d geometry, so it 

knows the texture coordinates for the triangle where the intersection point lies. For 

example, in the book window manager, the decorator knows that the texture, where the 

top-level window is rendered, is applied to the front and back faces of the box. 

Usually, the ray-plane intersection tests are a slow process when the scene is complex, 

because every triangle in the scene must be checked whether it intersects the ray. Even 

if we found a triangle that intersects with the ray, we cannot stop searching, as in the 

desktop mouse picking, because there can be a polygon in front of the currently hit, 

even if the new one is later in the focus order. This means that for every triangle in the 
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scene we must perform a ray-plane intersection and then find the closest triangle to the 

screen. So, every window added to the book window manager will require more checks 

when the application tries to find the window under the mouse pointer. In the book 

window manager there are no complex shapes with multiple planes that require a lot of 

intersection tests. 

In case another window manager that contains more complex 3d geometry is 

implemented, the same algorithm can be used to create a ray from the mouse position 

and the camera frustum. Then, to find the intersection point, we could switch the checks 

of every triangle in the scene, with the bounding volumes of the geometry. The 

bounding volumes would eliminate large geometries that are not possible to be 

intersected. Finally, for the geometries that the ray intersects their bounding shape, we 

would, as before, run intersection tests for every plane. 

The mouse picking algorithm for the book window manager is the following. 

Book window manager mouse picking (mouse coordinates) 

Set: There is no pointed window 

Set: Distance of pointed window from camera is infinite 

Create ray from the mouse coordinates and the current 

view and projection matrix 

For every window in the window manager 

 Get window decorator 

 If ray intersects decorator 

  Get distance of intersection point from camera 

  If smaller than the previous distance 

   This controller is pointed by the mouse 

   Set distance from camera 

Return controller pointed by the mouse 

The intersection algorithm of the book decorator is the following. 

Book decorator intersection check (ray) 

Move geometry to world system by applying model matrix 

For each triangle, create a plane from the vertices 

If dot product of plane’s normal and ray’s direction < 0 

 Get intersection point 

 If intersection point inside the triangle 

  Return the intersection point 
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Return false 

Since the intersection point and the triangle that contains that point is found, the texture 

coordinates of the pointed geometry can occur by using the barycentric coordinates. 

Then, from the texture coordinates, we could calculate the position in the top-level 

window, where the mouse is pointing. In our example, the book window manager uses 

boxes to render the top-level windows, so the translation of the 3d intersection point to 

a point relative to the top-level window is simpler. 

 

Figure 27 – Book window manager mouse picking 

The following figure shows how the mouse picking works in the book window 

manager. It is visible that based on the position that the mouse hit the window manager, 

a ray is casted with starting point the camera. Then a ray-plane intersection check is 

made for the front and back faces of every decorator in the window manager. After an 

intersection is found, the intersection point is checked whether it is inside the window 

rectangle, by changing all the coordinates to the window local coordinate system. If it 

is inside the rectangle, then the position is calculated, by subtracting the intersection 
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point to the top left window position. The final subtraction is made in the window local 

coordinate system, which means that the window rectangle is placed in the z axis. 

 

Figure 28 – Ray casting to find the window intersection 

The following figure shows the mouse position as seen from the top-level window. The 

red dot in all images represents the mouse pointer. 

 

Figure 29 – Mouse position translated in the top-level window plane 
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Finally, the implementation of the book window manager and the proposed 

implementations of any new window manager with a 3d geometric space do not alter 

the cascaded picking translation diagram. This means that any number of book window 

managers can be embedded without losing the ability to pick a window from an inner 

window manager. Though, every window manager is responsible to provide its own 

picking algorithm that is based on the 3d scene and the texture application of the top-

level windows in the scene. 

 

Figure 30 – Mouse picking in nested book window managers 

The previous figure shows that mouse picking can work in any number of nesting and 

with any type of window managers (2d or 3d). The picking process is extremely precise 

and especially for the book window manager, it was tested in many camera angles. In 

the image above, the button of the inner top-level window, located inside three nested 

window managers, is pressed. To achieve that all the mouse and local coordinates are 

stored in floating point numbers and they are never converted to integers, which would 

throw away all the decimals.  
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6. Implementation 

6.1 Sprint toolkit 

The sprint graphical user interface (GUI) toolkit is implemented in C++, OpenGL and 

GLSL shaders. The OpenGL was used mainly to hold the window’s off-screen buffers 

to textures in the memory of the graphics processing unit (GPU). To achieve that, a 

frame buffer object is created for every top-level and gate window. The frame buffer 

object is then attached with a color texture and with a depth texture in the case of the 

book window manager, which holds 3d geometry. 

The reason OpenGL was selected for the interaction with the graphics card was its cross 

platform application programming interface (API) for rendering hardware accelerated 

2d and 3d graphics. 

The sprint GUI toolkit is created on top of a graphics engine, which is implemented by 

Anthony Savidis, the supervisor of the sprint project. The graphics engine handles all 

the platform dependent code, such as the creation of the window where the sprint 

application is running, the font loading and rendering and so on. Also, the graphics 

engine is used for several graphics algorithms, such as the ray casting and the ray plane 

intersections. 

Since the graphics engine handles all the platform dependent implementations, the 

sprint GUI toolkit does not rely on any special features of any single platform. As long 

as, the graphics engine is implemented on a new platform, which also supports OpenGL 

and GLSL shaders, the sprint GUI toolkit will be able to execute. 

The sprint GUI toolkit comprises a large number of classes that were not mentioned in 

the sections above, since they are not part of the compositing window managers and the 

novel features described. In this part, the rest of the classes will be displayed and 

analyzed further. Also, a class diagram will be provided that displays most of the classes 

of the toolkit. Finally, the GLSL shaders used in the toolkit will be provided and 

examined further. 
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Figure 31 – Widget and window manager class diagram 

The previous figure depicts the class diagram for all the window managers and widgets 

of the GUI toolkit. Each box represents a class in the toolkit and each arrow a 

relationship between two classes. The arrows represent the inheritance relationship 

between two classes, in which a class is deriving from the class the arrow is pointing. 

The destruction manager is a singleton that holds all the lately destroyable instances 

that are marked for deletion. Every window and window manager instance is added to 

the destruction manager, instead of instantly deleting the instance, because there could 

be pending events for that instance. Then, when all the events get processed, the 

destruction manager deletes all the instances that were marked for deletion. 
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The window class is an abstract class and is the base class for every displayable element 

(text editor, button, label, etc.). Every window instance has a window parent instance 

and can contain zero or more window children instances. The connection of all the 

window instances with their parent and their children instances forms the window 

hierarchy, a tree that has the top-level gate window instance as a root and all the window 

instances without children as leaves. The application holds a reference to the top-level 

gate window instance. 

Furthermore, the window instances contain a layout manager, which is responsible for 

placing all the children windows in the window’s client area. Before rendering a 

window, all the window components that are laid inside the window, such as buttons, 

checkboxes, labels etc., are repositioned based on the current layout manager of the 

window instance. 

Additionally, the windows holds a list of event listeners, similarly to the event system 

of Java’s AWT. When, an event is fired, the window checks which event listeners can 

process the current event and calls the appropriate method based on the event type. 

Then, the event can be either marked as processed from the event listener, or propagated 

it to the next window in the window hierarchy. 

Since, every widget is rendered in a different way and has different functionality from 

other widgets, a new window subclass is created for each widget type. This led to more 

than twenty window subclasses to be created, although most of them are not yet 

implemented, since the focus was given to the novel features. Some of the widgets have 

already been discussed in the previous chapters, such as the gate window, the top-level 

window and the window decorators. An interesting window is the buffered window, 

which holds a texture to the graphics card with size equal to the windows size. The 

buffered window is rendered differently from the other windows. Instead of creating 

new rendering items (rectangles, boxes, etc.), it attaches the texture to the rendering 

output and renders all the rendering items of the children window to the texture. Thus, 

we can create a new window that renders to an off-screen buffer, by creating a new 

widget that derives from the buffered window class, such as the top-level window in 

our example. 
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Figure 32 – Event, event listener and layout controller class diagram 

The event system in sprint consists of events and event listeners. For example, when a 

window is moved by the user, a new window move event is created and is appended to 

the event holder. Each event has a target window, which is set when the event is created. 

The target window is the window that will receive the event and will try to process it. 

Most of the times the target window is either the pointing window (the window under 

the mouse cursor) or the currently focused window. 

The event holder is a singleton that holds all the unprocessed events. Also, there is an 

event loop, which is currently a singleton that is called by user code to process all the 

events in the event holder, but it is supposed to become an independent thread that runs 

in parallel with the main thread and processes the events located inside the holder. 

The input manager is responsible for polling the input devices and posting events. The 

input manager consists the keyboard and mouse managers. Each manager is responsible 

for checking the state of the input device and create events. 

The keyboard manager creates key press and key release events for every change in the 

keyboard state and key type events, whenever a key is maintained in a pressed state, 
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which will result for a letter to be typed multiple times. The key events are processed 

by the currently focused window. 

The mouse manager create mouse press and release events, as with the keyboard 

manager. Also, the mouse manager posts mouse move events, mouse wheel events, 

double click events and window enter and exit events. The mouse events are processed 

by the currently pointing window. Moreover, mouse click events set the pointing 

window as the new focus window. 

From the last class diagram, we can spot that there is a listener class for each event 

class. Generally, to process an event, a window must contain an event listener of the 

same type. For example, a window must have a key listener to process a key press event. 

In detail, a new listener class must be created that derives from the key listener, override 

the key press method and add the desired functionality. When a key is pressed and the 

window with the key listener has the focus, the key press method will be called. 

 

Figure 33 – Layout controller and rendering info class diagram 
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Finally, figure 33 depicts the last classes of the sprint toolkit. As described above, the 

layout controller is located inside the window class and is used to place all the children 

windows before the rendering. The layout controller is an abstract class and there are 

three classes that inherit from that class. Each class offer a different style for placing 

the children windows. The box layout controller can place the children either 

horizontally or vertically, beginning from the top-left corner of the window. The 

stacked layout will not alter the position of the children window and place each window 

on top of the other, even if there is overlapping. The stacked layout is the default layout 

for every newly instantiated window. Finally, the grid layout places the window in a 

table of fixed rows and columns. The layout controller of a window can change at any 

time, which will cause all the contents of the window to be repositioned based on the 

new layout controller. 

The rendering information hold the required information that will be sent to the graphics 

card to render a window or a 3d shape. All the window rendering information are 

collected and sent to the graphics card as a batch to speed up the rendering process. The 

orthographic rendering information hold the coordinates of the rectangle to be rendered 

and the color of the rectangle. The textured rendering information, also add the texture 

id and the texture coordinates from the texture that will be attached to the rectangle. 

The frame buffer rendering information, instead of attaching an image to the rectangle, 

uses a texture from a buffered window that has already been rendered to a texture. The 

box rendering information, render a 3d box, used for the book window manager, where 

a texture is attached to the front and back face of the box. Similarly to previously, the 

frame buffer rendering information attaches a texture of a buffered window to the front 

and back faces of the box. 

For the rendering information, multiple utility classes had to be created, such as the 

rectangle and the color that hold the coordinates and the color value respectively. For 

the rendering of the icons and the text, we used a texture holder, which is a large image 

containing a collection of sub-images (texture atlas). Each icon and text item, when is 

about to be rendered for the first time, it is added to the texture atlas and sent to the 

graphics card. Then the coordinates to that texture are kept and are provided every time 

the same icon is about to be applied to a window, so the textures are shared between 
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windows that use the same elements multiple times, such as the close button icon, which 

is only placed one time to the texture. A reference counter is placed to every texture 

item in the atlas and when the reference counter becomes zero then the texture item is 

marked as unused and can be replaced by another item. When multiple elements are 

added to texture holder and it cannot place them all inside the texture, then it 

automatically doubles its dimensions and places the items inside the new resized 

texture. The image and text attributes hold information about the texture items that will 

be added to texture atlas, and are used to place the texture items as packed as possible 

inside the texture holder, so that no space is wasted, and also retrieve the texture 

coordinates from the texture atlas. The texture holder holds every texture used in the 

toolkit, except the frame buffer object textures that are created by the buffered windows. 

For the rendering of the windows we used custom GLSL vertex and fragment shaders. 

Specifically, we had to use different shaders for the rendering of the desktop window 

manager and the contents of the top-level windows and other shaders for the 3d shapes 

of the book window manager. Also, the shaders are divided to the shaders with and 

without texturing. The shaders that are not using texturing, apply a color to the triangle 

surface that is provided as a uniform variable. 

 

Figure 34 – Orthographic GLSL shaders 
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In the figure above, we see the GLSL shaders that were used for the rendering of the 2d 

orthographic scenes. In the first program the vertex shader applies the orthographic 

projection to the input vertices. Usually, the input vertices are the window rectangles, 

which are converted to two triangles. The second program is the fragment shader that 

applies the uniform color to every fragment of the window rectangle. Finally, in the last 

program, we see how the texturing is performed in the fragment shader that renders the 

rectangles with background images, such as the gate window, the icons and the text. 

The texture coordinates are provided from the vertex shader, which simply passes 

through the input variable. The “texture” function, provided by the GLSL language, is 

used to get the color from the texture. In some cases, such as when the transparency 

slider is moved, we want to force a transparency value to the output window. In that 

case, we assign the transparency value to a uniform. 

 

Figure 35 – Book window manager GLSL shaders 

The book window manager renders the managed windows in a 3d geometric space with 

a typical perspective view frustum. The first program is the vertex shader for the shapes 

that need texturing, such as the title box and the window box. Firstly, the shader passes 

through the texture coordinates and another variable related to the texturing, to the 

fragment shader. Then, it calculates the vertex normal, by multiplying the normal with 

the normal matrix and finally calculates the vertex position by multiplying the input 

vertex with the model, view and projection matrices. The fragment shader (bottom) 

calculates the color, either from the uniform shape color, or from the provided texture. 
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Then, it calculates the angle between the shape’s normal and the light position, which 

is in a fixed position. If the angle is greater than 180 degrees, then the shape color 

becomes black, otherwise it is lighted based on the angle and the shape color. So, with 

this lighting, the back face of the focused will always be shaded, since the light is 

located in front of the window. 

In the following parts, a number of extra features and their implementation are 

discussed. Firstly, the gate maximize allows an inner gate to come on top, similarly to 

the window maximization. Then, the toolbar provided by the gate window is discussed 

and how it is constructed. Finally, we check the window managers and their ability to 

switch on the fly. 

6.2 Gate maximize 

In a graphical user interface, usually the user wants to maximize the area of the currently 

working window, which it could be a word processor, an integrated development 

environment, a browser and so on. In sprint, with the introduction of gates and nested 

window managers, a new problem was also introduced. In the case, the working 

window belongs to a nested window manager, which is smaller than the screen size, the 

window will not be able to extend to the whole screen. The following figure portrays 

this problem. 

 

Figure 36 – Window maximization in a nested window manager 
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As seen above, the window inside the nested window manager, is able to resize, but it 

is not displayed in full screen, since the window manager is not able to render outside 

its borders. 

To fix this problem, the gate that contains the aforementioned window manager, has to 

also be resized. But this alone does not solve the problem, since there are multiple 

windows in the window hierarchy and we cannot resize all of them, and then try to 

restore them, when the window manager recovers its size and position. Instead, the gate 

becomes the top-level gate, which means that the off-screen buffer of the gate window, 

after the gate is rendered, will be sent directly to the frame buffer. The rendering 

diagram in the compositing rendering chapter shows how the gate will be rendered in 

the screen. 

Maximize gate 

Store current gate size 

Resize gate to match screen’s size 

Set gate as the application’s top-level gate 

In case the new top-level gate contains one or more nested gates, as before, the nested 

gates can be maximized and rendered full screen as well. The procedure used is the 

same as the already discussed. This is very useful, when the scene has four or more 

levels of window managers nested in each other. From the examples it is clear that more 

than two or three nested desktops will result in a lot of wasted space in the taskbar and 

the window decoration in a desktop window manager. 

Likewise, in the book window manager, the camera is usually far away, to show both 

the first and the last window, which means that the window area of a top-level window 

is even smaller than in the desktop window manager. In case of only two nested book 

window managers, a top-level window in the inner window manager will result in a 

window that would extend a few pixels in both directions. So, the maximize gate view 

feature shows to the user windows that would otherwise be impossible to see and 

manipulate. 

When a gate is maximized, the toolbar changes its icons, to be able to restore the old 

gate and window manager. If the restore button is pressed, then the current gate restore 
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its size and recursively restore all the gate containers, in case they were maximized 

before the current gate was maximized. Then, the initial top-level gate restores its role 

and it is rendered as normally. 

  

Figure 37 – Restore gate view toolbar 

Restore gate 

If this gate is nested inside another gate 

 Restore container gate 

{Recursive call} 

Else 

 Set this gate as the application’s top-level gate 

Restore gate’s size 

  

Figure 38 – Gate maximized to fit the entire screen space 
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In the previous figure, the transition from a desktop window manager to an inner 

desktop window manager is shown. As we remember in figure 36, the window is 

maximized, without being able to be stretched enough to fit the whole screen. Although, 

this is solved by making the gate container of the top-level window, the new top-level 

gate of the application. Firstly, this action removes all the extra taskbars and decorators, 

which were unnecessary, since the user wanted to concentrate only in a single window 

inside this desktop window manager. Then, the window is resized and covers the entire 

screen of the application. 

Although, the maximization of a gate embedded inside a desktop window manager is 

practical, in the book window manager, there is no maximization of the top-level 

windows, making the gate maximization the only way to enlarge the view of a window 

inside a book window manager. Furthermore, the book window manager can change 

the view of the controlled windows, by changing the camera position and orientation. 

Many trivial tasks, such as clicking a window or dragging a window will become more 

difficult if the window is rotated. In this case, the maximization will align the gate on 

the screen. The reason this is happening is because the transformation from the view 

matrix happens in the book window manager, which is on an outer gate. The rendering 

process will not reach the book window manager, since the top-level gate sends its off-

screen buffer to the screen for rendering. In the following figure, in the left part a book 

window manager that contains four windows is rendered. The highlighted window, 

contains a gate that can be maximized. Finally, in the right part of the figure is displayed 

the maximized gate and its contents. 

 

Figure 39 – Maximize a gate nested in a book window manager 
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Rendering 

The rendering process for the gate maximization is not altered. As shown in the buffer 

hierarchy, all the nested buffered windows will be rendered first, and finally the window 

manager will compose the scene and place it in the gate’s off-screen buffer. Then, the 

buffer, instead of placing the gate’s texture inside a top-level window, as an embedded 

gate would do, it will render the gate buffer to the screen, similar to the top-level gate. 

  

Figure 40 – Buffer hierarchy after a gate maximization 

Since the rendering is executed from the leaves of the window hierarchy tree (bottom) 

to the root window (top), the only windows that will be rendered are the new top-level 

gate and all its descendants. This contains all the top-level windows inside the window 

manager, and of course, any other gate and window manager that is nested inside the 

new top-level gate. Any window that is not descendant of the new top-level gate will 

not be visible in the screen. The previous figure displays the buffer hierarchy, and also 
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shows with a different rectangle color all the buffers that will be rendered after the top-

level gate changes. 

Finally, because the gate is resized before it becomes a top-level gate, the contents of 

the window managers also change. In the book window manager, all the scene is scaled, 

because the default behavior on a resize is to scale the scene enough, so that the default 

camera position can fit all the top-level windows inside the camera view. The window 

scaling gives the windows more screen area, and makes all the contents more distinct. 

On the other hand, in the desktop window manager, the windows keep their position 

and size, regardless of the size of the container gate. This is happening mostly because 

the user can either resize or maximize a window, which cannot happen in the book 

window manager. Although, it should be able for the user to scale all the contents of a 

desktop window manager. It is not supported right now in the sprint GUI toolkit, but 

with small changes, the gates would be able to scale their content and move the viewport 

around, so that all the windows will be visible, even when they are scaled. 

Mouse picking 

The mouse picking is the most important concern in a GUI toolkit, especially when the 

rendering is changing. If the user cannot click on a window when the gate is maximized, 

or if the picked window is different from the window the user is currently pointing, then 

the gate maximize view will not be interactive. 

The picking, as was described in the previous chapter, gets the mouse coordinates and 

then pass them to the top-level gate to translate them and eventually get the pointing 

window and the relative coordinates inside this window. 

Since the initial recipient of the mouse coordinates is always the top-level gate, by 

changing the current application’s top-level gate, the mouse coordinates recipient also 

changes. The current top-level gate will then continue the cascaded process by 

propagating the mouse coordinates to its window manager, which will then pick the 

pointing top-level window. Since the mouse picking begins from the current top-level 

gate and moves downwards in the window hierarchy tree, none of the parents of the 
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gate will be picked or request to pick another window. Therefore, all the windows that 

are not displayed will not participate in the picking process. 

As with the rendering process, mouse picking will only focus in the sub-tree that is 

created from the window hierarchy tree. The root of the sub-tree is the selected 

maximized gate. The picking process is exactly the same with the process discussed in 

the previous chapter. 

6.3 Window manager factory 

The sprint GUI toolkit can support any number of new window manager 

implementations, as long as the necessary classes and methods are provided. 

As stated before, a window decorator must accompany each window manager 

implementation. The decorator would have to render the additional controls of the 

controlled window, such as the window frame and the borders in the desktop window 

manager. Also, it should provide the appropriate mouse and keyboard listeners for these 

controls. In addition, decorators need to translate the mouse coordinates provided by 

the window manager, to relative coordinates for the managed top-level window. The 

mouse picking will be used to select the focus window, in case a mouse button is 

pressed, and to find the pointing window. 

The window manager, as the decorator, must provide a rendering method, which will 

compose the scene from the off-screen buffers of the managed windows and their 

decorators. Mouse and keyboard events must be handled to provide focus control of the 

managed windows and extra controls, such as the camera control of the book window 

manager. 

Furthermore, the window manager is responsible for adding new managed windows, 

by adding a window decorator to it, and removing windows when the user closes a 

window. A few more features of a window manager are the window minimization and 

the window maximization. 
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Finally, as described in the previous chapter, a window manager should be able to pick 

a managed window by translating the mouse coordinates provided by the gate window. 

The picking method should take into consideration the rendering of the windows, when 

it is selecting the pointing window. 

Additionally to the window manager and the window decorator, a window manager 

factory is created, which is able to construct a new instance of a window manager. The 

factory also holds the class identifier of the window manager it will construct and an 

icon, which will be used to create the toolbar. Every factory is then added to a list, 

which can be appended with new window manager factories. At the initialization of the 

application, two window manager factories are added to this list, the factory for the 

desktop and the book window manager, which are used to create new desktop and book 

window managers. When a new window manager is provided, it must also be supplied 

to the directory with all the available window managers, since it will be used by the 

gate toolbar to automatically generate a list of buttons with all the window managers. 

 

Figure 41 – Window manager factory design 

6.4 Dynamic switching 

The gate windows have a toolbar on the top left corner with icons that let the user to 

interactively switch the gate’s window manager. This toolbar is automatically 

constructed and can accommodate any future window manager subclasses that may be 

implemented. In other words, if an extra window manager is implemented, it will 

directly appear with a reserved entry in the toolbar. 
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The window manager factories are used to enumerate all the available window 

managers. Then, all the registered window managers, except the currently used, are 

appended to the gate’s toolbar. 

Create toolbar 

 Add maximize gate button 

 

 Get a copy of the window manager factory list 

 Remove the entry of the currently used manager 

 For each factory entry in the list 

  Create button 

  Assign factory’s icon to the button 

  Set button click handler to Switch (Class ID) 

  Append button to toolbar 

When an icon of the toolbar is clicked, the previous window manager is removed, and 

a new window manager replaces it, based on the clicked icon. Since, the gate’s window 

manager has changed, the toolbar also changes its buttons. All the items are removed 

from the toolbar, and then the toolbar is repopulated, as shown in the previous 

algorithm. 

Switch window manager (gate, Class ID) 

 Get the old window manager from the gate window 

 Get the managed windows from the old window manager 

 Create new window manager (Class ID) 

 Add the managed windows 

 Set as the gate’s window manager 

 Destroy the old window manager 

 Create toolbar 

Finally, to create a new window manager, the factory that was defined in the previous 

part, is used, to create a new window manager instance. Then, the top-level windows 

of the old window manager are appended to the new window manager. 

Create new window manager (Class ID) 

 Get factory entry from directory for Class ID 

 Return factory. Create () 

The gate toolbar is rendered on top of the window manager rendering output that is 

drawn in the gate off-screen buffer. Also, the gate window handles the mouse events 
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that are directed to the toolbar. Whenever a toolbar button is pressed, an event is sent 

to the gate to change its window manager. As a result, the view of all the managed 

windows changes, based on the new window manager, and the toolbar updates its 

buttons accordingly. 

Dynamic switching of window managers is extremely fast, because the top-level 

windows will not have to be rendered again. When the user presses a switch button in 

the gate toolbar, a new window manager is created and then all the windows are added 

to the new window manager. A decorator is created for every new window in the 

window manager. During the first rendering of the gate after the window manager 

switching, the window manager will have to render the scene, by drawing all the 

decorators and apply the windows to each decorator. As an example, the book window 

manager will have to render the cylinder and the decorators, which contain a box that 

shows the window and a box that shows the window title. The top-level windows will 

not be rendered, since they are rendered only when they are marked as dirty. 
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7. Evaluation 

To evaluate the effectiveness of sprint, a series of test cases was created and a total of 

10 users were asked to complete several tasks. All the users were familiar with the 

desktop window manager and the desktop decoration, since it is similar with other 

approaches they are using. Most of the users have seen or used a compositing window 

manager and some of its features (even without knowing it), either through Windows 

with Microsoft’s Desktop Window Manager or through Linux with Compiz and KWin. 

The evaluation test cases were divided into three categories, easy, medium and hard, 

based on the difficulty of the tasks required. The evaluator was responsible for the 

classification of the test cases. The easy test cases did not include any nested window 

managers and the tasks were focused on the dynamic switching of the top-level gate’s 

window manager and the understanding of the live preview taskbar. In the medium test 

cases, the users had to deal with nested desktop window managers, with tasks focused 

on browse between the window managers and using the gate maximization feature, as 

well as the features used in the easy test cases. Finally, in the hard test cases, the users 

would face multiple nested window managers, containing both desktop and book 

window managers. 

At the beginning of each evaluation session the users were introduced to the application 

with a quick view for 5 to 10 minutes of the sprint’s features, however with greater 

emphasis to the novel features discussed in this thesis, such as the transparency slider 

in the desktop decorator, the nested window managers, the live preview taskbar, the 

book window manager and the gate maximization. The users started by completing the 

easy tasks and continued with the medium and hard tasks. Although, since there were 

multiple tests in each category, the users completed the tests of each category in 

different order. During the evaluation, the evaluator outlined each of the test cases to 

the users and recorded all the user comments. If a user was stuck in a task for more than 

5 minutes, the evaluator provided help to the user to continue and the task was marked 

as failed. 
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The results of the evaluation show that the time for completing the tasks of the same 

difficulty was considerably less than the time for the first test of each difficulty, which 

shows that the users were getting used to the new features, although they were never 

used them before. Furthermore, as the results in Table 2 show, the average time for 

solving the difficult tests was more than the easy and medium tests, since the tests were 

more complex. But, the average time was less than double of the time to complete the 

easy tests, although in the easy tests there were no nested window managers. The reason 

is that the users started with the easy tests and by the time they reached the harder tests, 

they become familiar with the user interface and the novel features. Although, each user 

had to complete the tests of each group in a different order, the first test always took 

the most time to get used to the new features. The Table 2 contains in each cell the 

average time to complete each test. The results are grouped based on the order in which 

the user completed the tests, since the first easy test of the first user may be different 

from the first easy test of the second user. 

 Difficulty 1st Test 2nd Test 3rd Test 

Easy 2 min. 42 sec. 2 min. 8 sec. 1 min. 25 sec. 

Medium 3 min. 35 sec.   2 min. 56 sec. 2 min. 33 sec. 

Hard 4 min. 40 sec.  4 min. 5 sec.  3 min. 47 sec. 

Table 2 – Evaluation results 

A notable comment of a user was that the taskbar was using a lot of space, especially 

with nested desktops and would prefer if the taskbar would be able to hide, when he 

was not navigating. Also, most users noted that the gate maximization feature was very 

useful, since it counters the loss of free space by the nested window manager and allows 

them to have a detailed view of every window manager and, when needed, work on a 

single window manager. Finally, a user noted that fully transparent windows are 

confusing, since the pointing window was different from the window the user was 
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thinking. Two possible solution were proposed, a glass-like look, as implemented for 

the transparent windows in Microsoft Windows, and semi-transparent windows, instead 

of fully transparent. 

Following the evaluation tests, the users were asked to complete a questionnaire to rate 

their experience with the nested window managers. Each question can be rated from 1 

(worst) to 5 (best). The questions asked are the following. 

Q1 Would you like to see the nested window managers implemented to your 

favorite desktop environment? 

Q2 How would you rate the ability to maximize a nested window manager? 

Q3 How would you rate the navigation in the desktop window manager? 

Q4 How would you rate the navigation in the book window manager? 

Q5 How helpful was the live preview taskbar in finding the requested window or 

window manager? 

Table 3 – Questionnaire for rating the user experience 

The following figure depicts the results provided by the users. As shown, users would 

like to see nested window managers in the desktop environment they are using. Also, 

most of the novel features offered by our system received high ratings. The lowest 

scores are found for the navigation in the book window manager, since most users were 

not familiar with the camera controls. The users found very useful the gate 

maximization and a user also added that the nesting would not be complete without this 

feature. 
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Figure 42 – Results provided by users for the questionnaire shown in Table 3 
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8. Summary, Conclusions and Future Work 

In this Thesis, we have implemented a graphical user interface toolkit named sprint that 

supports compositing rendering and hosting of arbitrary nested window managers. 

Initially, we introduced the top-level window and the gate window that is able to host 

a nested window manager. Then, the focus switched to the compositing rendering of 

multiple nested off-screen buffers, which are used by both the gate and the top-level 

window to store their rendering results. Next, the two window managers were presented 

and we have analyzed the scene composition from the buffers of the managed windows 

and the translation of the mouse coordinates for each of them. Following this section, a 

process to extend the translation to hierarchies that contain nested window managers 

was presented. Then, we described how the cascaded process is used to translate 

coordinates in window managers that contain a 3d scene and in any other collection of 

nested 2d and 3d window managers. Finally, the implementation of the gate 

maximization, the gate toolbar and the ability to install new window managers was 

displayed. 

From the work carried out, the main conclusion is that a few extensions on the toolkit 

are required to offer hosting of embedded window managers. The most prominent 

extension is the addition of a special window class, called gate in our work, which holds 

a window manager instance and can switch window managers on the fly. The dynamic 

switching of the window manager is extremely fast, since it only involves the initial 

creation of the window manager geometry. 

Future work 

The sprint GUI toolkit provide a way to construct and install new window managers 

with the window manager factories and the gate toolbar. One interesting addition would 

be a new window manager that contains a more complex geometry, where the top-level 

window textures are applied to non-planar geometries, instead of boxes. The rendering 

of the window manager would not be alter, but the picking process would have to adapt, 

since the picking process of the book window manager was based in the hypothesis that 

the top-level window was applied to a planar geometry (front face and back face of the 
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3d box). To supply a new window manager, as stated before, we would have to provide 

a window manager and decorator subclass, as well as the window manager factory. 

Another useful feature is removing a top-level window from a window manager and 

relocating to another window manager, independently of the window hierarchy and the 

relation between the two managers. By changing the container window manager of a 

top-level window, it will also change the window decoration. For example, moving the 

window from a desktop to a book window manager, will cause the frame and the 

borders of the desktop decorator to be destroyed and then the box that will display the 

top-level window in the book window manager will be created. The top-level window 

will not be rendered again, since no contents of the window changed. Instead, both the 

sender and the recipient window managers will be rendered again, since both will have 

changed from their previous rendering. Moreover, to remove a window from a manager 

and then add it to another programmatically, is not difficult. Although, the challenge is 

to find an interactive approach that is easy for the user to understand and is supported 

by every window manager. The first idea was to support a drag and drop functionality, 

where the dragged window, can be dropped either outside the current window manager, 

to the container window manager or a sibling window manager, and then the window 

will be transferred to the dropped manager. But, the problem was that the book window 

manager does not support its windows to be dragged from the window label, as in the 

desktop window manager. 

Additionally, more input devices could be used to interact with the sprint GUI toolkit, 

such as multi-touch devices and gesture control. The multi-touch control in user 

interfaces has been widely used in mobile devices, such as mobile phones and tablet 

computers. In sprint, to support these input controls, new input management has to be 

provided that retrieves the data from the input device and posts new events to the event 

system. Then, the window managers are responsible to translate the events to window 

commands. 

Finally, an important addition would be a heads-up window system, as described in 

[19]. In that case, the rendering output is a heads-up display, instead of a screen, and 

the windows are placed in the 3d world, where the user can navigate through and look 

around by interpreting his head motion.  
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